
FULLY 
AUTOMATIC 
SUPPLIER 
DATA 
VALIDATION 
IN ONE STEP, 
WITHOUT 
HUMAN 
INTERACTION

REDUCE INEFFICIENCIES 
ASSOCIATED WITH 
SUPPLIER DATA 
INTEGRATION

Incorrect supplier data is validated, 
flagged, or rejected ensuring accurate 
information is collected. The DATA 
ASSURE platform validates legal 
name, address validation, IRS tax 
number, OFAC check, Denied Persons 
List, and more. Custom validations are 
also available.

REDUCE SUPPLIER 
REGISTRATION DATA 
ERRORS

A reduction in the number of supplier 
registration data errors and elimination 
of manual data validation. Supplier 
data is validated in real-time, no more 
searching for the correct supplier data.

VALIDATE SUPPLIERS ARE 
LEGITIMATE AND TRUSTED

Suppliers are vetted using Office 
of Foreign Assets Controls (OFAC) 
Check, Excluded Partied List System 
(EPLS) and Excluded Individuals and 
Entities (LEIE) to ensure your suppliers 
have not been debarred, suspended, 
excluded or disqualified. Ensure you 
are working with legitimate, trusted 
suppliers.

CLEAN DATA IN YOUR ERP

One-step supplier validation ensuring 
all data entering your ERP is accurate 
and up-to-date. An automatic process 
to ensure your data is reliable, supports 
compliance and supports an efficient 
ordering and invoicing process. 
Empower your workforce to focus on 
value-added activities.

AUTOMATE THE SUPPLIER 
DATA GATHERING 
PROCESS

Reduce cycle time and remove manual 
interaction with the supplier data 
gathering and validation process.

REVALIDATE SUPPLIER 
DATA AT ANY TIME

Manually revalidate your supplier 
data as often as you need to ensure 
all data is up-to-date and reliable.  
Or automate regular validations to 
reduce human interaction and keep 
your supplier data accurate.
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SUPPLIER DATA ASSURE - CUSTOM 
SOURCES

Are you subscribed to other expert sources that are 
required in the registration process? Relish will integrate 
lookups to those services and include the findings in 
the base package process, so you don’t have to do the 
manual lookups yourselves. Relish already has a growing 
library of integrations for “deeper dives” on suppliers with 
BvD, EcoVadis, D&B, ISNetworld, GIACT, GAN and more.

PII PROTECT AND ASSURE

Are you concerned that some suppliers may want to give 
you their SSN as their tax ID or their personal banking 
information? Some Spend Management systems explicitly 
forbid collecting such “PII” (personally identifiable 
information) and most other organizations may lack the 
security infrastructure to maintain this data. Relish has the 
necessary infrastructure and can act as a safe harbor to 
collect, verify and encrypt supplier PII data so that the 
registration process can proceed. Optionally add secure 
decryption and integration of the PII data to downstream 
ERP/Payments system(s) as needed.

SECURE DOCS AUTOMATION

It is a requirement in the US that IRS forms W9 and W8 
are collected from all suppliers. Avoid the manual process 
of verifying info on these forms against supplier database 
information by letting Relish automatically read and 
compare these forms. Add this process to the PII Protect 
and Assure workflow if the supplier indicates that these 
forms will include PII information.

SUPPLIER TAX DETERMINATION

Want integration to a robust tax determination and tax 
form provider inside your registration process? IHS Markit 
walks suppliers through their tax determination journey 
and ends with a fully signed and authorized W8 or W9 
and Relish can seamlessly integrate those results into 
the Supplier Registration process so your supplier data 
stewards only deal with the exceptions.

DATA ASSURE ADD-ON - ENRICHMENT 
INTERFACE

Want to see the Data Assure results in detail and leverage 
them to enrich your supplier information? Introduce the 
Relish user interface to your supplier data stewards so 
they can normalize supplier information, make detailed 
decisions on disposition of findings and escalate on a 
case-by-case basis.
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ADD-ONS  BRING FURTHER SECURITY, ENRICHMENT, 
AND DEEPER VALIDATIONS TO YOUR DATA


